
EDUCATION

    Saginaw Valley State University, Michigan - 12/2016
    Bachelor of Arts in Graphic Design

EXPERIENCE

    UI/UX Designer, 02/2021 - Present
    Clinicomp (Healthcare, EHR) 

Advocated and transitioned our design team to Figma to streamline the existing design 
and review process. Worked with managers and teams across the company to improve 
the communication between our engineers and designers. Result was an increase in 
efficiency and output across our teams.
 
Worked with clinical experts on a daily basis to design and improve several medical 
applications across our EHR. Created prototypes, wireframes and tutorials to illustrate 
different workflows for our clinical concepts.

Created a brand new design system as a team that utilized some of the existing 
components. Result was an improved UI that maintained the branding elements and key 
components of the previous system. We utilized this new design system to slowly and 
gradually phase out the outdated elements of the previous UI to transition our existing 
users to our improved UI.

    UI/UX Designer, 05/2019 - 07/2020
    Remedly (Healthcare, EHR) 

Designed interfaces for a broad range of products in the medical sector. My work 
included items such as CRM, EHR, patient encounter system, calendar manager and a 
calendar management system on .NET for web as well as a patient facing mobile app for 
Android and iOS.

Covered all interaction and visual design activities from concept to product 
development and in-market phase, including both user interface and user research.

    Lead UI/UX Designer (Contract), 11/2018 - 04/2019
    Kizen (AI Supported CRM SaaS)

Researched industry practices in the CRM market, explored product ideas via mockups 
as well as interactive prototypes, and conducted usability testing to ensure that my 
team converged on the most promising solutions in the early development phase.

     Graphic Designer & Digital Marketer, 2/2017 - 8/2018
    Spieth America (Olympics & Sports Products)

Worked with US olympic athletes to create and promote gymnastics products. Created 
several sub brands, marketing materials and catalogs.

CONTACT
Phone: (517) 528-6306

Email: tuncellih@gmail.com

Portfolio: www.haruntuncelli.com

Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/
harun-tuncelli

Address: 2879 Mission Blvd., 
San Diego, CA 92109

SKILLS
Figma
Sketch
Invision
Adobe XD
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign
Adobe Dreamweaver
Adobe After Effects
E-Commerce Systems
Wordpress
HTML
CSS

MARKET EXP.
Web & Mobile
Medical Softwares
Financial Softwares
Sports Marketing 
SaaS & PaaS
CSM & CRM

Talented, creative and experienced UI / UX Designer with San Francisco 
Bay Area and international design experience, global market knowledge 
and excellent communication skills.


